Scholarships 2018

The participation in the specialised course »Deep Dive Design Thinking« or »The ABC's of Managing & Organising Today - Management Concepts and Practices« is a good opportunity to get a first impression of the topics related to the Master’s programme »Media Management« at the Bauhaus-Universität Weimar. Take the chance to learn more about the programme and apply for the Media Management scholarship.

Who can apply?

» Applications are open to students in Bachelor’s degree programmes in the fields of economic and social sciences with a special interest in media and management related issues
» The grant holder must be at least 18 years old when he/she starts the funded stay.

What is funded?

» Your participation in the two-week specialised course »Deep Dive Design Thinking « or
» Your participation in the two-week specialised course »The ABC's of Managing & Organising Today «

What does the scholarship cover?

» The scholarship covers the course fee and the expenses for an accommodation provided by the Bauhaus Summer School. Any other accommodation costs will not be covered.
» Travel and subsistence costs, as well as excursions costs are not included in the scholarship.

Application documents:

» Curriculum vitae (max. 2 pages)
» Letter of motivation (max. 700 words):
  Please explain why you should receive financial support: What are your interests in the selected course and in the Bauhaus-Universität Weimar? Why are you interested in the Master’s programme »Media Management« and what are your goals after the Bachelor’s degree?
» German language certificate: at least A1 level or comparable
» English language certificate: at least B1 level or comparable
» Application documents for the selected specialised course (see course descriptions online)

Application deadline:

» Please send your full application by 1st May 2018 to summerschool@uni-weimar.de
» Only applications that have been submitted on time and are complete can be considered.

Selection:

The most important selection criteria are:

» The suitability of the chosen course (see the description of the course)
» Your letter of motivation with an insight on your studies and convincing arguments for the specialised course you have chosen and your interest in Master programme Media Management.
» Your previous academic achievements

Please note: A selection committee reviews applications. A legal claim to funding or to a certain amount of funding does not exist.